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On Monday November 30, 2009 State Representative Jeffrey Davis Perry discussed the 
Future of the GOP, the Grand Old Party aka the Republican Party. Perry recently 
authored a book My GOP which he signed for the audience members. He described his 
book as a “thoughtful reflection of where the party went off course.” About forty people 
attended the event in the Martin Institute including students, professors and the outside 
community. Many students were very exited about this event. Sophomore Zachary 
Tsestos said, “I think everyone would agree that Thanksgiving recess was too short. 
However, for me, returning to the mountains of work was easier because of my 
excitement over the pro-Republican event Monday night” 

In his lecture, Perry outlined what he believes needs to happen in order for the GOP to 
become stronger in Massachusetts as well as the whole country. Perry considers 
himself to be optimistic about what lies ahead for the Republican Party. He went on to 
talk about the four stars that need to align in order for the party to get back up on its 
feet. He feels that now, a year after the presidential election, the stars are starting to 
align. 

His first star is the “engagement level of people”. This means that people are really 
paying attention to what is going on, not only nationally but on the local level. When a 
voter goes into the booth or fills out an absentee ballot, on the top of the ballot is always 
the highest level of candidacy, usually either presidential or gubernatorial. People often 
are very aware of these candidates and what they stand for. But the ballot doesnʼt end 
there. He proved his point when no one in the room could name who the auditor was. 
But auditor, as well as representative, state senator etc. are all very important roles in 
government. For the first time in a long time, voters are recognizing this and are 
becoming informed on all levels of government. 

The second star involves candidates willingness to challenge the Democrats. He cited 
the fact that Congress has a 96% retention rate. The late Senator Edward Kennedy 
represented Massachusetts in the US Senate for 47 years. Perry continued to illustrate 
his point by showing the proportions of Republicans to Democrats in the federal 
government and the Massachusetts government. Perry represents Barnstable County 
on Cape Cod. He is one of 16 Republican Representatives in the State of 
Massachusetts. There are 144 Democrats. But Perry is hoping that this gap will close. 
He cites the fact that are already two Republicans who have announced their intention 
to run against Governor Deval Patrick in 2010. Overall there are over 60 Republicans in 
the state running for elected office next year and that number may continue to rise. 
Perry said that while having more Republicans on the ballot is a great step, he noted 
that it does not make it equal. 



The third star involves “people willing to work for it.” This means that the candidates 
have more support and there are more volunteers getting their messages out. This 
change is due in large part to social networking sites. These sites level the playing field 
of politics, because they are free. He also said that people become more engaged when 
they are not in power. Democrats control a large majority of all political sectors in the 
country and the state of MA at the current time. Perry says that the Republicans are 
afraid of what the Democrats are doing. He used examples of the various town hall 
meetings and tea parties that have occurred addressing issues such as health care 
reform and taxes as proof that this star is coming true. 

Perry says that the Republicans are doomed without his fourth star. This star is “stand 
for something”. Perry finds this issue the most troubling. He says that Independents 
decide elections. The Republicans will always vote for the Republicans, and the 
Democrats will always vote for the Democrats. But if the Republicans donʼt stand for 
something, the Independents wonʼt vote for them. He used abortion as an example 
saying that there is place for both pro-life and pro-choice people in the Republican 
Party, but not in the Democratic Party. The Democratic position is clear and 
Independents know exactly what they are getting when they vote for a Democrat. Perry 
said, “We canʼt be afraid of social issues.” 

Perry informed the audience that Republican President Ronald Reagan won the 
electoral votes of the state of Massachusetts two elections in a row. Perry believes this 
is because the people in the middle “got Ronald Reagan.” They knew exactly what 
Reagan stood for. They understood his values. Voters might not agree with a candidate 
on every issue but they need to understand how the candidate stands. Tsestos agreed 
with Perry said, “ I valued the words that Representative Perry said about the need for 
the Republican party, both national and local, to regain its identity”

Perry concluded his lecture by touching on the subject, “Parties change, why donʼt 
people?” He said that he grew up in a democratic household. However, he also that “if 
you listen to JFKʼs speeches today, you would swear he was a republican.” Perry asked 
the audience, “When the party changes its values, why donʼt use change parties?”   He 
finished his lecture with a baseball analogy. He said that no matter how good or bad the 
Red Sox are doing, or how many scandals they have, you stay loyal to the sox no 
matter what. But he ended by saying that political parties should not hold the same 
loyalty as a sports team, when the values change its time to move on. At the end of the 
lecture, Tsestos said, “Representative Perry and I share many common ideologies- too 
bad he's not still in college, we would have been good friends.”


